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Bishops debate
Ex corde Ecclesiae

Margaret Ahlberg
U.S. bishops voted to quell the ongoing controversy over institutional
autonomy and Catholic identity for the
country's 230 Roman Catholic colleges
and universities. On Wednesday,
November 17, an overwhelming
majority, 223 to 31 bishops, voted to
agree on a particular set of standards,
rules and norms Catholic colleges should
abide. Carrying out this agreement may
prove difficult.
The Vatican's image of Catholic
higher education in the United States
stipulates that Catholic presidents
publicly express their commitment to the
faith. Further, Catholic theologians must
agree to teach within the full communion
of the Catholic Church, specifically seek
a mandatum from their bishop. The
agreement seems vague and has room for
interpretation.
The Rev. Bishop John J. Leibrecht,
Chairman of the committee that drafted
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the guidelines, said, "The norms were
written with flexibility in mind, allowing
colleges to take into account any state
and federal laws that might conflict with
the norms."
U.S. Catholic colleges have been
resistant to the Vatican's request to
establish set guidelines for Catholic
higher education. Sister Margaret Farley,
Professor at Yale Divinity School, notes
there are positive and negative
consequences of this vote. She was
"pleased that bishops plan to consult
theologians as they further develop
guidelines." However, the mandatum
theologians must attain, she says,
"Represents on the part of the bishops a
lack of trust of Catholic higher
education."
The Highlander in the next issue
will further report on this significant
action.

The 1950s were a swingin' time for the
students at Regis. Find out more
interesting tidbits about Regis throughout
the century on the feature, pages 4.

Proposed increase in student orientation fees to extend
Best of Colorado series to all freshmen
Patrick Porsche
At the Student Senate
meeting held on November 8,
Scott Campbell, Director of
Student Activities, presented a
proposal to raise the student
orientation fee. Campbell asked
the student senate to consider an
increase in the one time student
orientation. Currently the student
orientation fee is $75, and
Student Activities would like the
fee to increase to $150 for the
2000-2001 academic year. The
$150 student orientation fee
would only be assessed to new

students entering the college or
nursing program.
The $75 increase in the fee
would be used to pay for all first
year students' participation in
the Best of Colorado series, a
program that allows students to
enjoy activities taking place in
the surrounding Denver Metro
area. The Best of Colorado
series is currently offered as an
additional payment-out-ofpocket option for students.
Increasing the cost of the
orientation fee would allow

Dr. Tom Reynolds will present various solutions to
Regis' notorious par.king problem to the Student
Caucus. Member of the Regis community are urged
to attend
the
meeting
at4:30
p.m. 1n
~
the
<
:5·
Faculty
to
(D
Lounge,
3Ql
located
::,
next to
the cafeteria, on Monday, November 22.

students to become more
familiar within the neighboring
area, while developing new
relationships among peers. Each
month students could go on
interesting excursions, such as
attending a Rockies game,
visiting the De11ver Performing
Arts Center, and white water
rafting.
By increasing the student
orientation fee, Student
Activities believes that students
will make more intimate
connections with fellow students

and staff. Student involvement is
an intricate part of creating a
positive college experience;
therefore, attendance at monthly
programs would be required for
. incoming students. It would be
fashioned in a systematic way,
similar to orientation.
With this increase, each
student will receive close to
$300 in activity fees and tickets.
Students are eligible for
financial aid for fees, as well as
tuition, to help make the
program more affordable.

Hate crime case unfolds
Incidents of violenceand hate within the dorms recently reported by the
Highlander have ceased. According to Regis security, the two-month
investigation that campus security and a hired-on, private investigation firm
have been workingfervently to conclude has come to a close. Resulting from
the investigation, "two (male students) individuals have been identified as
being involved in the case." said Tom Reynolds, Vice President of Student
Life. The judicial process will begin shortly with on-campus hearings.
Also planned is a Letter to the Community from President Fr. Sheeran,
S.J. and Provost Allan Service. The newsletter will address Regis' response
to the ··hateful behavior that's so rude at a basic human level;' Service stated.
The concerned reaction is ··another way to say this place really does think
about its mission.''
As the story continues to unfold look to future issues of the Highlander
for the latest news.
It is hoped the resolution of this case \\ill revive a sense of peaceful
tolerance and reinstill a feeling of community to the Regis campus.
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PROFILE

Athletic Director Barb Schroeder shines
throughout tough career to the top
Nikki Van Reusen
Occupational
longevity is not a new
concept for professors
and staff here at Regis.
So why should anyone
be amazed that Barb
Schroeder has been
around for 19 years?
For a woman in a
powerful position, Barb
Schroeder never forgets
the underlying value of
hard work. As her role
suggests, the plethora
of daily appointments,
activities, and meetings
are just part of the
routine for the Regis
UniversityAthletic
Director.
Most people see
Barb Schroeder and
think of a strong
woman who is to be
reckoned with. While
this may be true,
Barb Schroeder talked with Elizabeth Dole last February during the School for Health Care
people oftentimes
Professions 10th Anniversary celebration that boasted Dole as their keynote speaker.
overlook the soft side
verbalized that they may have deserved the
of her that really cares
coaching experience. Thus, in 1980,
head job over the person that was already in
for students and their Regis College
Schroeder made the occupational decision to
that position. Yet Schroeder felt that her
experiences. Along with her good heart,
accept a job paying only $10,000 as a
emotions could not handle it. "I simply
most also do not know that she is an avid
basketball coach, tennis coach, and a
wasn't getting what I deserved and had to
golfer, loves camping, and seeks reclus~ in
physical education instructor at Monmouth
fight for what I thought to be right."
her garden for therapy. Yet, to really •
College in Illinois. Shortly after her arrival,
When asked if Schroeder had ever
understand Schroeder and her values~ne '
the Assistant Athletic Director quit at
has to start from her roots.
Monmouth, and Schroeder filled those shoes, received any kind of discrimination as a
female, she said that she never has at Regis.
Schroeder's journey through childhood
along with holding the title of Head
"In fact", Schroeder claimed "everyone from
is as paradigmatic as a Beaver Cleaver rerun
Basketball Coach.
Father Sheeran on down has been nothing
on Nickelodeon. Of course, all of the basics
Schroeder soon left Illinois for Regis
but supportive," making her job easier by not
of a Beaver episode were covered:
University where she began her career as
supporting parents with
Head Basketball Coach and having to deal with many of the hardships of
being female and in a high position.
Christian values, healthy
Tennis Coach. Later she
Ideally, jobs are supposed to be equal
activities to keep one's
once again took on the role
regardless of sex, but Schroeder feels this is
time occupied, and a
of Assistant Athletic
not always the case. "I feel like I've had to
yearning to find out what
Director. For many years
work
harder to ensure that things are okay
the world offered.
at Regis, Schroeder felt she
and that nothing falls through the cracks,"
Schroeder attributes her
had much of the load put
she said. "If you're a woman and you mess
willingness to learn and
on her shoulders as
her drive for success to her
Assistant AD. The Athletic up, you tend to be looked down upon
moreso than a man." And, as a powerful
mother. "She :was my role
Director at the time spent
woman, Schroeder knows what her
model," Schroeder said.
much time dedicated
profession is like. "You have to play the
"She taught me that I
toward coaching baseball
game," she said. "Try to not appear as a
could be and do whatever
and simply could not do all
flaming feminist yet still somehow get your
I wanted and that I should
of the work that was
way." Schroeder feels that the best way to
have no limaitations."
needed to smoothly run an
play the game is to show people that you can
Both of her parents were
athletic program.
do your job well, and make them think that
liberal and raised her with
Schroeder found she did
it was their own idea to put you there!
the values of hard work
of the tasks of
Barb Schroeder, talking many
Another key factor to her success is that
Athletic Director and felt
and fairness ..
Schroeder puts trust in the people who work
Schroeder's interest in
about her mom.
the need to voice her
for her. Because she has a great staff behind
athletics began at an early
opinion on her true role in
her, everyone can be proud of the
age. She began by participating in softball
the Athletic Department. Ultimately,
department's
accomplishments. Doug
leagues. In high school she played
Schroeder was appointed to the long awaited
volleyball, tennis and softball, all of which
Montgomery, the Sports Information
and demanding task of Athletic Director.
Director and Assistant AD, claims that
led her to participate in all three
She has held this position for nearly five
Schroeder is considered one of the top
intercollegiate sports at Cottey College.
years, and has added even more jobs along
Athletic Directors in the country because she
After two years, Schroeder transferred to
the way, including Vice Chair of NCAA
has an "intense care for her staff and
play women's basketball for Western Illinois, Division II Management Council and a
students." Montgomery cites her knack for
where she pursued a major in music. Just
member of the Division II Championship
before her final year of college, she changed
knowing how to be professional while being
Committee.
approachable, a positive trait for any boss.
her major to physical education, and pushed
Schroeder's character is something that
If one piece of advice could wrap up
toward her masters in sports psychology and
can be captured by the choices she has
Schroeder's experiences in the workforce
made. Voicing her concerns about her job
athletic administration.
Schroeder realized that her ideal
and in everyday life, it is this: "Be yourself
was one of them. She feels that most
occupation was in athletic administration.
and be as honest as you can be. If you are
women would have simply let go of the fact
not, you will not be happy with yourself and
She also knew that this was a difficult
that they were being overworked in an
people will see right through you."
vocation for women, especially if she lacked
assistant's job. Many would not have

"She was my role
model. .. she
taught me that I
could be and do
whatever I
wanted and that I
should have no
limitations."
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Birth con..tr ol policy:
Unites students in understanding, but divides in opinion
Jessica Fawcett
This is the second in a two-part series
concerning the University's birth control
policy.

What does it mean to be a student or
employee at a Jesuit University? Students and
staff are rarely bothered by this question as
they go about their daily business. However,
the religious affiliation of Regis not only
determines what the mission and course
curriculum will consist of, but also what values
and morals will directly or indirectly be taught
to the people in this community.
Recently, a random sampling of students
were asked to share their views and thoughts
on the University's birth control policy.
Although they were asked to comment on a
somewhat controversial subject, most students,
whether they agreed or disagreed with the
school's stance, understood the reasoning

behind the policy.
Katie Mulik, a sophomore at Regis
majoring in Women's Studies, feels the policy
conceals the fact that sexual activity takes
place within the residence halls. "I understand
why the policy was instated here (at Regis),
but I would have expected more understanding
and initiative from the Jesuits. I think the
school has an obligation to teach responsibility
and not hide the reality that exists," she said.
Mulik also feels that while the school has the
right to present Catholic teaching in studentfocused policies, this teaching should not
effect the faculty.
Currently the University's insurance plan
does not cover birth control but provides
adequate childbirth coverage, an effort to
mirror the Catholic Church's belief that all
sexual activity is intended to create new life.
Contrary to Mulik, Lori Kramer, a married
Regis undergraduate, was pleased that the
policy reflects a justification for its anti-birth

control stance. ''The policy is not simply antibirth control, but pro-family as well," she
commented.
While most female students had a strong
reaction or opinion about the policy, male
students seemed less aware and concerned
with the policy's stipulations. However, most
students agreed that regardless of the school's
stance on the issue, the institution has a
responsibility in some way to educate students
in matters of sexuality.
Anna Reishus, a non-Catholic Regis
junior, bas created her own educational tool.
For the past three years on Halloween night,
Reishus has distributed condoms in the
residence halls and to friends and
acquaintances at parties. While this may seem
like an unusual "trick-or-treat" gift, she feels
most of the students are grateful for her service
and many seek her out to inquire about
receiving the free contraceptives each October.
"I also provide instructions on how to use

condoms properly. No one I've approached has
seemed offended or viewed it as a problem,"
she added. Reishus believes residence life staff
members, as well as organizations like
CHOICES, play an instrumental role in
providing education on health issues including
sexuality. However, she feels strongly that safe
sex should be promoted in addition to
abstinence to reflect the decisions concerning
sexual intercourse that many students make.
Regardless of individuals views on the
school's anti-birth control policy, most
respected the institution for upholding Catholic
teachings, even if they do not personally agree
with the Church's views on this issue. This
policy, along with other practices at Regis,
reflects one of the ways the lives of students
and staff members are shaped or influenced by
the school's religious affiliation, and provides
one answer to what it means to be a member
of a Jesuit institution.

Experiential
education links
Regis' mission of
•
service
to
parti~ipants'
passions and
•
vocations
Delaine Carter
In mid September, Lynn Montrose and the office of
Experiential Education undertook a project entitled
"Developing the Leadership Skills of America's Next
Generation of Nonprofit Leaders." This project would
enable undergraduate students in Regis College, the School
for Health Care Professions and the School for Professional
Studies to learn more about and prepare for careers in the
nonprofit sector. Even within its first few months, this
project has proven extremely successful for participants
who find it has helped them grow both emotionally and
professionally.
This project places participants with certain nonprofit
organizations, such as the Center on Deafness, Safe and
Drug Free Schools, Seton House-an AIDS hospice, The
Colorado Progressive Coalition, and The Columbine Project--a
children's outdoor leadership project. One major factor that
separates this program from typical internships is that
participants are paired with mentors who are heavily involved
in advising, teaching and providing support for these
participants. This program is also unique in that it helps
participants from various age groups and majors plan for their
intended careers and enables them to really understand the
many roles of nonprofit organizations.
Participants of this program benefit greatly because they
get a chance to develop professional and leadership skills that
are integral to the functions of nonprofit organizations and are
allowed to be creative and highly involved in all facets of these
organizations. Evette Blea is one such example of a participant
who has benefited greatly from her internship. Blea is a Senior
at Regis' School for Professional Studies who is majoring in
Business Administration. After receiving her 8.S., she hopes to
earn her Master in Nonprofit Management and to eventually
start her own nonprofit organization. Blea mtems at the Center
on Deafness and is conversational in sign. When asked if she
enjoys working at this nonprofit organization, she replied, "I

American Ireland Fund dinner took place at the Westin Hotel October 16, 1999. In attendance were from
left to right are: Delia Foley, Trevor Connolly, Michelle McCarthy, Dr. Victoria McCabe, Councilman
Dennis Gallagher, President Fr. Sheeran, Elaine O'Connell, the governor :S- wife Francis Owens, and
Governor Bill Owens.

love it!" Blea says there may be a common perception that it is
difficult to communicate with the deaf when, in fact, it is not.
Blea says that one of the main goals at the Center on Deafness
is awareness. In addition, she would like to launch a beginning
ASL group next semester for interested people.
Blea's mentor is Shelley Chapin, Executive Director for
COD. She feels that Chapin truly encourages her to participate
heavily in the business aspect of COD, allows her to use her
creativity, and genuinely treats her like an important part of this
organization. As a business major, Blea really wants to be
involved in the business side of nonprofit organizations and
finds that Chapin helps her to learn this aspect while also
enabling her to use her creativity in doing so. Blea believes that
by participating in this program, she is able to develop skills
that will be instrumental in her career in nonprofit management.
She finds that her experiences working with COD give her a
sense of accomplishment. Blea finds it especially helpful that
participants participate in on-line discussions sharing their
experiences. She feels that this enables participants to become
close to one another and gives them the opportunity to hear
other people's successes.

Lynn Montrose, Regis' Director of Experiential Education,
contends that this project links Regis' mission with participants'
passions and their particular areas of specialization. This project
allows participants to use their intended degrees toward doing
something that they also enjoy and care for, while it also puts
students into positions of leadership. She contends, "You are
going to be more successful if you can do something that you
love." Montrose says that the project informs participants that
"It's great to care." Montrose feels that this project should not
simply be a one-year program. Instead, it should be considered
as an investment that could be sustained and hopes to figure out
ways to do this. In the future, she hopes that Regis might
consider a five-year Master's Program in Nonprofit
Management and is also discussing ideas with the Business
Division to get their suggestions for sustaining this project,
funded by the David and Lucille Packard Foundation.
Montrose says, "Today's society needs the ideas, energy, and
leadership of students who are excited about nonprofit
organizations."
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Regis College Student Newspaper
endean:ngjy refer to the
This feature isp
truibute to the college ·
HIGHLANDER as 'The
newspaper's ·coverage,
Brown and Gold. "
creativity and craziness
·Why 'Brown
over the last fifty years.
The newspaper's content
and Gold'
and layout style has
In the momentous year of
survived ma'!Y
1887 a group of six Jesuit
transformations.
Fathers, Frs. Marra, Pantanella,
Gentile, Pinto, Guida and Robert,
The article Why
arrived at the property which is
Brown and Gold
now the Regis College Campus.
appeared in the April 29, As yet no architectural gems
adorned the grounds, no
195 0 issue, and it
spreading trees, nor graceful
explains why Regis' paper shrubbery, nor gravelled walks.
But everywhere the land
was, at one time, called
was bright with the gold and
'The Brown and Gold." brown of flowers turning to the
sun! Symbols of many things to
This title was eventual!)
the spiritual and poetic natures of
changed to suit the
the six padres.
The rich brown color
college's representative
symbolized human nature; the
colors in the fall of 1993. gold, Sanctifying Grace which
elevated nature. The brown earth,
In fact, most alumni,
the gold of wheat waving in the
lvrofessors and staff
sun; the brown hills of Colorado,
Regis College's history is full of
changes. Originally the college was
located in Las Vegas, New Mexico and
was named Las Vegas College. Due to
financial difficulties, the college was
relocated to Morrison, Colorado and
renamed College of the Sacred Heart. In
1888 the school moved to its present
location.

Int~

. Regis' first president said, "Let there be
flowers and trees to surround the young men,
to connect them to nature and anchor them in
spirit." Thus the first classes were held, and
student life was good. All freshmen were
identified by mandatory beanies that sported a
big R on the front, and, as commanded, this
tradition continued through time.
In 1921 , the College of the Sacred Heart
abandoned its name to become Regis College,
in honor of St. Francis Regis, S.J. Since the
college had been under attack from the local
Ku Klux Klan, college administrators reasoned
that by changing the name of the school the
KKK would not recognize the college as
Catholic because the name did not include a
direct religious reference. So was born Regis
College.
On August 6, 1945 the United States won
the nuclear arms race and became the only
country to use a nuclear bomb to blow up
another country. Another bomb and ten days
later, Japan surrendered signifying the end of
the bloody battles of World War II.
ln 1948, television was still an experiment
and the predominant form of entertainment was
nightly listening to radio programs. For Regis
College students, social life was sparse: no
radio station, no student union, but they did
have a pool hall in Carroll Hall's basement.
Even then the Hilltop was the place to go. The
drinking age was 18, and thirsty students
eagerly consumed 3.2 beer. Off-campus
entertainment was found at Elitch and
Lakeside, where dancing the waltz, jitterbug
and the boogie-woogie were stylish.
Fraternities became a part of Regis life in
the early 60s. The practice of hazing was
recalled by freshmen Don Carroll: "They
would take us to Inspiration Point, and roll us
in the stickers as initiation."
Tuition was a low $500 per semester in
1963. Compare that with the hefty price today:
$8,250. Only two varsity sports were played at
Regis in the 60s--basketball and baseball. A
successful season and a win over Oklahoma
State, coached by legend Hank Iba, triggered
many fans to call for a switch to Division I
status. That never happened.
The College was all male, so social events
involved importing women from nearby all
female Loretto Heights College. This is a far
cry from gender-mixed Thursday Thrills today.

the gold hidden in deep veins yet
to be mined. Golden dreams
planted in the solid brown of
hard work to make those dreams
come true; gold of the reward to
be gained by the sturdy brown of
good deeds.
Sunflowers always tum
twoard the sun: men of Regis
keep their minds and hearts
always turned towward God and
eternity... Sunflowers grow even
in apparently unpromising soil:
men of Regis make the most of
their own circumstances, without
wilting before a few difficulties...
Sunflowers keep their heads high
with open-hearted cheerfulness:
the Regis man looks up with
honest, poyous eyes...
The sunflower stands out for
all to see: nor does the Regis
man "hide his light under a
bushel basket," but brings the
light of truth to a groping
world... the golden rays of the
sunflower's petals shed a gleam
of warmth over the earth: a Regis
man's genial kindliness docs the
same...
So thought the padres as of
old. And now we have the
BROWN and GOLD.

Headlines of Past Issues ...
13 To Graduate at Mid-Century
-January 19, 1950

Nun Relates Eye-Witness Account of Noted
Stigmatic
-March 29, 1950
Playboy Metaphysics
-December 17, 1964

Manners Soil Linens
-April 21, 1965
'Chiquita' Cheaper Than Mojo
-April 30, 1967
Band Aids in Food?
-April 30, 1967
Rangers Down 77 Beer Kegs in Two Days
-May 12, 1967

New Coed Club Begins Slimnastics Program
-September 15, 1970
LSD Causes Girl Babies; Not Any Defects
-December 8, 1970
Scaring Children for UNICEF
-October 29, 1982
Gallagher -- Main Course at "Feast of Fools"
-November 10, 1970

In 1968, Regis opened it doors to the other
half of the human race. And that was good.
In the meantime, the U.S. reached the
height of its involvement in the Vietnam War,
while Martin Luther King and Robert F.
Kennedy were
----------------------------assassinated. Men
studied especially hard.
Their motivation: if a
male student flunked
out, he would be a draft
candidate and likely to
be sent to Vietnam.
Further, this was the
heyday of competing
signals: the Kent State
shootings, free love,
peace and nonviolence.
On a more domestic
note, women now
occupied the top floor of
Carroll Hall. Men could
not step on that fourth
floor, let alone inside a
woman's roorit. Visiting
was only permitted in
public places.

Julian Bond, the
controversial Georgia
s_tatc legislator, spoke at
Regis in 1970 and drew
Beer-guzzlin 'boys enjoy a few brews. The beer was cheap and 3.2, but the eighteen-yearprotest from an alumnus
old boys could care less. "Hey Douglas, diggin your horn-rims!" (circa 1975)
member of the Catholic
Laymen of America. Bond
offered his analysis of
court ruling against Microsoft would declare
led a fierce attack on land mines, but died
dissent and support for non-violent protest.
when her driver ran into a concrete wall.
some of its business dealings illegal.
Ario Guthrie performed on campus that year. In
Tibetan Freedom concerts sold millions of
the 1970s, most people lived on campus
The l 990's have been witness to several
records while human rights abuses continued in
because they couldn't afford cars. Male
trends globally. The international system was
parts of Southeast Asia as well as every other
students were still hitting the books, thereby
changing, the Berlin Wall came crashing down
part of the world. Regis produced more
avoiding the draft. Meanwhile female students
professionals to combat these injustices by
as did Communism. US led coalitions fought
increased in number and became campus
educating them in the Jesuit ways. These
small scale wars in Kuwait, Somalia, and the
leaders.
graduates strive to make the world a better
former Yugoslavia while on the home front, !,he
American economy prospered as congress
place ...
In 1971, the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band played
fought over the first budget surplus in decades.
the Regis fieldhouse and people showed up
because it was good. Comedian Steve Martin
Executive Cabinet held a Cowboy Mouth
amused a Regis student audience and students
concert at the fieldhouse and sold some tickets.
decided who ever took charge to get that must
Prominent leaders and musicians tried to get in
be good. Regis campus life included the Black
touch with the consciousness of the young
Student Alliance in 1973. The BSA demanded
people and encouraged them to make a
the inclusion of Black history and Black art
difference. KRCX went FM. Princess Diana
courses in the curriculum.
In 1971 , the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band played
the Regis fieldhouse and people showed up
because it was good. Comedian Steve Martin
amused a Regis student audience and students
decided who ever took charge to get that must
Many thanks to Dr. Muth's freshman seminar, the Yearbook and
be good. Regis campus life included the Black
Regis's Alumni Office for their contributions to this issue.
Stude11t Alliance in 1973 . The BSA demanded
the inclusion of Black history and Black art
courses in the curriculum.
Student life at Regis in the late
1970s and 1980s reflected the trend
towards social experimentation. Drugs
were widely available and those who
did them said they were good. Off
campus students often lived with the
opposite gender. Regis students
participated in a big anti-nuclear rally
at Rocky Flats in 1979 that was
attended by Daniel Elsberg, Jackson
Brown and Bonnie Raitt. Dire Straits
performed in the fieldhouse and people
showed up and thought they were
good.

"Flying with the Group" is an article from the September 15th' 1967 issue of the
Brown and Gold. We at the Highlander reclaim their disclaimer: "It is not the intention
of the Brown and Gold to either defend or condemn the use of marijuana. "
:•:·:· ' :-:•:•> ·:-:.:-· .

In 1990 the computer labs in
Carroll Hall were established. In 1998,
a student prank flooded Information
Technology Services in O'Connell
Hall-no permanent computer damage
was done-and the following year a

..•..• '•. -~· ..

Iii FLYING WITH THE GROUP ill
::::· Pot is a mild euphoric. but 1t can have
:;:;. amazing effects. I have never had a
:::;: bad ex{lerience with pot. Some have been
::::: absolutely and unforgettably great, much
:::=: more important to me than one might
{::: expect could result from something so
f: totally harmless.
:::::

The Regis Coalition for Peace and
Social Justice was founded in 1984 and
sponsored the Oxfam fast for the
hungry.
In the 1988-89 academic year
Regis subsumed Loretto Heights
College. Many of the programs,
students, staff and faculty from Loretto
Heights College became members of
the Regis comm1,mity.

·.· ... ... ·..•
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A typical uperien<:e begins wben a
small group in an even smaller enclosure
passes around rolled joints, pipes or
water pipes. I have found a regular
pipe to be quite satisfactory. You breathe
deeply to mix air wltb the smoke, and
then swallow It. For me there have
never been degrees of lligbnesli, but just
a click inside my head telling me that
all at once I am "turned on."
The feeling is somewhat akin to a

:·~·
{ high obtained from alcohol, except for two
;::: factors: l you are not in danger of
;::: being physically ill (unless, of course.
vou have been drinking tool and 2. your
mind is not drugged, but feels very
clear. But the feeling of happiness is
somewhat the same.

f

Music and visual stimulations become
delightful and conjure up imagts o' ,ivacity and color lacking in normal vision. You start thinking in new pathwavs and often gain fresh insight ioto
previous bang-ups. Everyth\pg about
you, including the way you talk or dance
or laugh, is more you.
For example, while listening to Ser·
geant Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band
once, I thought of a new and as yet
undiscovered color. placing it in an intricate design 1 did not know my mind
was capable of I still can remember my
design. And Ravi Shankar once s~nt 1n~
off into an involved and enlightening 1m·
pression - manifestation of the spheres.
Each time. I am filled with an overwheltmng love for everything and everyone around me . •
There is no such thing as a Pot hangover. !t leaves no physical residue. but
only a sense of well-being. peace and
JOY. which last s for several days .

\\.i_\:\\.!
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What's news?

•
This bird tells all from the w-orld of entertainment
Melissa Chavez
Perforated eardrum. What kind
of a reason is that to cancel a concert
and it wasn't even ms ear.
Yes ... you've found it, the
entertainment scoop spot. What was
that... you want to know which young
big screen hottie had a near death run
in with viagra? Which debonair actor
will be ceremonially honored? Whose
eardrum is perforated? The
Highlander's got the Hollywood
gossip that'll make you squirm.
Patti Scialfa, Bruce Sprinstien's
bandmate and wife, is suffering from

a perforated eardrum and was forced
to cancel shows in Minneapolis. Don't
despair he rescheduled the event in
the Twin Cities for the 28th and 29th
of November.
Kiefer Sutherland is making a
neo-debut, stepping a career foot
outside the grave. Inactive
throughout most of the nineties
Sutherland will soon be starring in an
upcoming television drama based on
the l997's Oscar-winning drama of
L.A. Confidential playing Sargeant
Jack Vincennes. Taking two big steps
forward, he'll also be featured in the
upcoming Woody Allen and Sharon

Stone flick Picking Up the Pieces, as
well as in Beat in which he'll co-star
with Courtney Love and is authored
by William Burroughs.
Still wondering who the viagra
hunk is? Keep wondering.
Although, Danny Glover won't
be wondering. He's too busy
pondering why he can't get a taxi in
the Big Apple. In fact his search has
lead him to file a complaint against
NYC demanding that New York
cabbies undergo more extensive
diversity training.
But while Danny is on a New
York corner watching taxies rush

No powder to dig the poles in
Pat Porsche
So far the ski season has had a slow start
Keystone bas only received three and a half
inches of snow this season. They currently
have eight percent of their terrain open, and a
total of five lifts running. Keystone has two
runs open from top to bottom including
Schoolmarm to Hayward on the front side, and
Mozart taking riders down the back. At midmountain, Keystone reports having eighteen
inches of snow, with only traces of new snow
in the past week.
Even though there is only 113 acres open
for skiing, if you have an itch to go skiing or
snowboarding Keystone is the place to be. For
the most part the snow coverage is good but
one has to be careful of a few bare spots, and a
little ice. Other than these few spots the only
other thing that you need to watch out for is
other skiers. A word of caution: ski patrollers
have erected speed traps in hopes of grabbing a
few season passes. Make sure to keep an eye
out, and look for those guys in red standing
next to the slow signs. If you think one of
them is going to bust you, make sure to make a
few real nice controlled turns before you pass

him. That way, ifhe yells "Hey buddy," you
will be able to stop on a dime and yell back,
"What's your problem!"
At the top of schoolmarm, the staff at
Keystone have constructed an eight-foot long
tabletop jump. With its decent landing and
manicured takeoff, this jump is perfect to catch
a4ittle air and stomp out a few summer time
dreams. This run is groomed every morning
and provides the best cruising run currently
open anywhere else in the state. Hayward has
a series of rollers on the right side of the run
stretching throughout the bottom half of the
run. Take care when jumping any of these
because stupid people tend to congregate at the
base of these drops after they have side-slipped
down them. Hitting them at full speed could
have disastrous results. If it is crowded and
icy, and normally it is, please stay in control so
you do not run into anyone like I did last
Saturday.
Those looking to spend an enjoyable day
of fall skiing should choose Keystone over the
flat, icy, barren, wind packed cat tracks
Breckenridge has to offer.

madly by, Pierce Brosnan won't have
any problems getting a lift in his
birthtown of Navan, Ireland, a town
30 miles outside of Dublin, where
he'll be honored. The 47 year-old
actor will be celebrated at a civic
award ceremony and a. reception
hosted by the town hall. Well, knock
me over with a four leaf clover, I had
no idea the new British 007 is Irish.
In other news today, things
between Warner Brothers and the
National Hispanic Media Coalition
are getting ugly as the NHMC rejects
Warner Bros. attempt to diversify
programming by contracting

Silverlight Television to produce
latino-themed shows although the
company has no executives of latino
decent or who even speak Spanish.
On a final note, who is the
leading man with the liftoff problems?
Did you guess? That Good Will
Hunting cutie, Ben Affleck was the
afflicted star who coincidentally didn't
find a cure for his ailment in the
wonder pills. "I...felt like I almost had
a heart attack. I had to sit down .. .I
felt no sexual effects whatsoever."
And that's all this birdie has to
say ... for now.

·trtr~~

Buy this CD right now!
~~~ Listen before you fork over the dough.
~~ Unless you really rike the band or genre ...
~ C'mon, what do you think?

.Jmtice Reltillsa11

'l'lle ~t1It1r Ilrdllhl Ne
'fx'fxi;f'fx
Janice Robinson's debut album, The Color Within Me, is a great gospel album. For
anyone who enjoys rock, pop and funk, then you might want to take a listen too. The CD
is a diverse collection of songs written and sung by Robinson. The songs express her
story that includes a profound social awareness she has acquired over the years as an
artist. This woman is an amazing both singer and songwriter.
She grew in New Jersey with a Baptist Minister father. And it was in the church that
she found her natural connection to music. Deep and spirited gospel music on The Color
Within Me shows the potential of this budding singer. She varies the tempo from song to
song, and she puts something from herself into every note she sings. Janice's songs have
substance.
The Color Within Me offers a connection between personal experiences with
universal lessons. The artist, who can sing, rap and write about personal experiences,
also captures a feeling of responsibility to the world. Her soaring spirit can be heard in
her creative and inventive lyrics, style, and rhythms. She makes beautiful music that has
focus.
In a press conference, Ms. Robinson stated "my goal is to touch people with my
songs." Not many artists today are able to achieve this on so many different levels. This
album does just that. The Color Within Me ventures into many realms of human
development. There are songs written about the past, present, future, love, death, and
reincarnation that effect people all over the world. The album can be listened to at any
time, day or night. The lyrics are great ~d easy to listen to, while the beats on some
songs enable you to dance while you listen. I highly recommend getting a copy of this
CD as soon as you can. It was one of the better albums I have reviewed. It was great
-- Mara Naughtin

November 22 December 1

November 24-26

Speaker:Andy
Medding in the
Science Ampitheater
Admission: Free
Topic: Avalanche
Forecasting & Winter
Sports Safety

Thanksgiving Break!

December 4

Prez Night in the
Pub 6-IOpm
Rosary@ 7:30

November 29
Prez Night in the
Pub 6-IOpm
Rosary@ 7:30

Winter Formal at the
Convention Center
9:00pm-1:OOam

December 13
Prez Night in the
Pub 6-IOpm
Finals Rosary@ 7:30

December 14

:Faze Actie11

Nt1VDIB ~Iffes
Finals Breakfast @
9:00 in the Cafeteria

December 16
Lights, Lessons and
Carols

December 19
Baccalaureate Mass
in ALC gymnasium
@9:30 am
Commencement
Ceremony at
Currigan Hall @ I :30

'fx'fxix'fx
This brilliant brother-duo is gracing dance clubs all over the country with their
music. Simon and Robin Lee, the members of Faze Action, are turning over a new leaf in
the realm of Dance Music. It is obvious that they have traveled all over the world
because of the various cultural influences evident in their music. They take the best from
all over and mix it with some great dance floor classics giving them a unique sound that
is easy to dance to.
Faze Action's new album, Moving Cities, offers a unique blend of disco, African,
Latin, jazz, classical, and funk music that is sure to make you want to move your feet.
The new songs on this album focus on the sound of strings, but is complimented
beautifully with both great beats and interesting sounds. The cultural influence is easy to
hear on this diverse album that is sure to be heard in clubs all over the world soon.
There is not one particular culture dominant within the songs on the CD. The
combination of many ethnic sounds within the same song, though, makes this album that
much better. The CD offers a kaleidoscope of music types that would be great in most
dance clubs all over the world. Many clubs, especially in America, are accustomed to a
faster louder sound known as techno or rap. The Chemical Brothers, Fatboy Slim, Moby
and many other artists are perfect for the dance clubs in America because of the upbeat,
faster tempo of their music. This audience might not be the best for Faze Action.
Toe CD is great. There are many different rhythms and such diversity among the
songs that it is hard to believe the same duo performs them all. This CD is definitely
worth checking out, but not an on-the-spot-buy. Many people will be hearing them soon.
-- Mara Naughtin
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SPORTS

Stephanie Henry
It's that time of the year where it gets dark much earlier and the nights and mornings
are much colder. Now, you may be wondering what to do about your outside workout
habits. Well, here at Regis one can get involved in one of the many workout classes offered
in the fitness center. There are classes offered in the morning and the afternoon with
activities ranging from kick boxing to pilates. The fitness center even has personal trainers
if you are interested in having someone help you design a workout to fit your needs.
Other winter workouts that one can do are indoor swimming, racquet ball or tennis.
And lets not forget the fun winter workouts like skiing, snow shoeing, snowboarding and
ice skating that burn a ton of calories. Another workout for winter is entitled "Run the
Rocks" and it's facilitated by a former Denver Broncos cheerleader. This workout consists
of sprinting, jogging and lunging up the 67 rows of stadium seats at Red Rocks. Admission
is free with membership or $10 per class. If interested in this class, please call 303-9881300. It is important to remember that although the weather is changing your workout
habits should not, so keep up the good work, stay warm and have some fun.

Schedules
Women's Basketball
Nov. 26-27, 1:00
COORS

Men's Basketball
Nov. 22
7:00

ROUNDBALL

HAWAII

TOURNAMENT
Colorado College

Nov. 23
Colorado
Dec. 2 7:00
Dec. 7 7:30

CU-COLORADO
SPRINGS

Dec. 7 5:30

<
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etttng out o ~~-ernatton an
working out could prevent pounds

Dec. 2 7:00
Dec. 3 7:00

O

COLORADO

7:05

BYU-

Univ. of

Air Force

COLORADO
CHRISTIAN*

CHRISTIAN*
BOLD CAPS denotes home games.
* indicates Rockey Mountain Athletic
Conference games

'flJP !,1It:Jllff
DO YOU LIKE TO TAKE
PICTURES? DO YOU
CARRY YOUR CAMERA
EVERYWHERE?
. . ~ yoa want to

lRt tPR RRgi'&
ca.mpa'& ~now
wfia.t' '& going on
ill tfiR worId of
'&port'& ...

If you're interested in taking
photos of sporting events,
campus activities, or
Regis life
contact the HIGHLANDER.

(303) 964-5391

+
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Women's Soccer Team Loses
Heartbreaker in Shootout
Championship slipped through their fingers
Reeve Barker
Just two halves couldn't decide the women's
soccer RMAC Championship game. Four
overtimes couldn't decide it either. So it came
down to a shootout between the Regis Rangers
and the Fort Lewis Sky Hawks. After two and a
half hours of soccer, the game was deadlocked at
1 a piece. The Sky Hawks ultimately won the
shootout 2-1, and while both goalies made clutch
saves, the Sky Hawks where able to put one extra
past the Rangers' goalie.
Both goals during regulation time came in
the first half. Regis tallied first at 10:13 with a
DiMatteo goal. Six minutes and fifteen seconds
later the Sb.-y Hawks put one in. That was all the
scoring that there would be for a long time, but
there was no shortage of scoring chances. The
Rangers had two in particular, both free kicks in
which the near post was wide open and both

times the kicker put it high, just barely missing
the goal. The Sky Hawks had a couple of break a
ways that turned into squandered opportunities as
well.
The shootout started out 1-1. Then the
Hawks made one more and their goalie stopped
three in a row. The Rangers weren't out of it,
though, thanks to their goalie, who made two key
stops in a row. The defining moment came when
the Ranger's best player, in DiMatteo, fired a
shot just wide of the goal to end it.
The Rangers cheering section was on the
opposition all day long. If anything, they were
offensive to the Hawks' players, in particular they
had a few favorites. The fans would like to thank
the soccer team for it's efforts and the old saying,
''There's always next year," seems appropriate
here. The Rangers will be aggressively
competing next year as well.

-

-

Volleyball spikes into postseason play
Stephanie Henry
The RMAC Tournament on November 15th
would issue Regis an earlier exit than expected
with a loss in the semi-final round. "During the
tournament we played well against Mesa, but we
choked against Western State," says Nikki Van
Reusen. However, their awesome record has
already sealed them a place in the NCAA
Division II Tournament. The Regis volleyball
team boasts a 22-10 record and are ranked #4 in
their division.
The next stop for the Rangers is the NCAA

Southwest Regional Tournament on Saturday
November 20th. The women's volleyball team
will be up against the #1 ranked West Texas
A&M. One freshman team member said, "We are
really excited about going to regionals, but there
is a lot of pressure to play well. So we want to go
in there and play our best ball and win!"
The ladies are fired up to play some good
volleyball and with the great season they've had,
that should be no problem. "We are going to
focus on one game at a time and by doing this I
feel we can win, we just have to believe in
ourselves," said senior Van Reusen.

MODERN MEXICAN.

Got somethin'
to sell?
From full-page to classified ads,
the Highlander will meet your
advertising needs.
~ds must be received by Tuesday
noon preceding the week of
publication.

...contact
Stephanie Henry
at (303) 964-5391

Contact Jen Coyne for details
and to confirm publication
deadlines @ 964-5391.

GOURMET BURRITOS. BUILT TO ORDER.
32"9 & LMLL

CALL TODAY!

..
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THE BACK PAGE
For Sale

Hewlett Packard 695C
Deskjet color printer
PC or Mac Compatible
asking $185, willing to negotiate
call Heather Spiegel at
(303) 455-7545 ext. 238
or e-mail at
heatherspiegel@sharpideas.com

BRAND NEW

Shamrock Seats
Concerts, Sports & Theater

Healthcare Services
Group, Inc.
(Rated in top 200 best small
company in America by
Forbes Magazine 11/99 issue)
is seeking Multi-unit Managers-salary commensurate with experience.
Send resume to:
Healthcare Services
1320 Simms Street, Suite 201
Golden, CO 80401

or Fax to:
(303)235-0976

Attention: Thomas Dolan

Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
contact Jim Magoonaugh
Phone: (720) 220-TIXS
Fax: (303) 433-0899

e-mail: JMagoonaug@aol.com

Buy+Sell+Trade
I

Students earn $375/$575 weekly
processing/assembling medical I.D. cards
from your home. Experience
unnecessary... we train you! Call
MediCard 1-541-386-5290 ext. 300

BREAK2000
CoLLEGEToURS
FROM

$369!

uality
•

01ce
You know our quality.
The University of Denver will

,

MAzATLAN SPRING

+ NOVEMBER 22, 1999

14 Free Meals- 23 hrs of free
drinks
TRIPS FROM $369.00
(with early bird sign up)
Call free 1-800-395-4896
web: www.collegetours.com

BRAND NEW
2 & 4 bedroom apartments
Available for November-February
Includes: Hot Tub, Volleyball, Highspeed Internet,
Accessibility
9 blocks from Regis!
4 703 W. 52nd Ave.
(303) 4 77 -3905

• enrich you intellectually
• advance you professionally
• support you in lifelong learning

Look at your choices.
More than 100 master's degrees, 20 doctoral degrees
and 40 graduate-level certificates in the

• Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences
• Natural Sciences, Mathematics and
Engineering
• Graduate School of International Studies
• Graduate School of Professional
Psychology
• Graduate School of Social Work
• Daniels College of Business
• College of Education
• College of Law
• University College
Want more choices? Consider our many joint
programs or propose a combination of two graduate
degree programs that flexibly meet your needs.
Graduate Admission, University of Denver
Voice: 303.871.3119 Fax: 303.871.4942
Web: www.du.edu/grad/gradaca.html
E-mail: grad-adm@du.edu

